
Oliver Stone IFK film - first indirect indication of interest in fact .j/5/91 

In yesterday's mail we got an order from Vroman's book store. as usual ail does all 

byaddr_but the packartyn orders. She called to my attention in making the 11ickage that 

there was an address and a return address I was to use in making the package. ''his drew 

my attention to it and I was surprised that the package of two books was to go to ?.ndrea 

Jaffeif, Inc. I immediately recognised the name as that of the woman identified in a news 

account I'd received as 90 Oliver Stone's publicist. I therefor got from 141 and we made 
copies of what we got from Vroman's. 

Of my six JFK assassinatio400ks the order is for two that hold verbatim warren 

Commission executive session transcripts. I can see these being used in support of the 

Garrison and other conspiracy theory fictions. 

On the attached sheet of copies the upper-left is the return address and the upper-
right is the address I affixed to the package that is in today's outgoing mail. 

What is not legible in the order copy, inside the block in the middle, is u.1:ush." 

The order is dated 2/15. But Vroman's did not mail it until 2/28. The two-week 

delay in mailing the order may or may not at some point be misrepresented into delay on 

this end. 

In any event, with the script long-since finished and casting begun quite some time 

ago according to news accounts in this file, I do note.that this is the first indication 

of any interest in fact and that it is not by Stone but by his flack. 1411 the books 

mentioned in the various reports in this file theorize conspiracies and not one is based 

on the available official records. 

Stone had offered a contract to Greg Stone for use of Sylvia Meagher's book. This 
seems to be to be an effort to buy the name of the one author whose work is entirely 

factUal who is not alive to complain. I told Greg this. 

I do not recall the (Lite on which I wrote Stone nor can I estimate the time ti took 

for the letttpr to have reached him from the Camelot Productions office. But it might be 

of interest to compare that estimated date with this Jaffe book order. 

and I wonder if she is the wife or other relative of Steve Jaffe$4 a Garrison syco-

phant who was later a publicist and who had Hugh Heffner among his clients. 

Steve xx was involved in the Farewell America fiasco and was with "T.smArre" when I 

broke up the Garrison endorsement of the movie based on the fictional book. I think I 

have notes on that and I know if I have photos I took of the odd if not mysterious place 

Lamarre asked me to fake him, Villerie's Coal Scuttle. 
If Jaffe had been in a rush, if she'd phoned me 2/15 and given me her Federal Express 

number she could have had the books the next day, second day if too late for FE oickup. 
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